Family Music

Welcome to Family Music, an adaptation.
The original play, “Un Air De Famille” by A.Jaoui and J-P Bacri, was a success in France. When I translated the script, I tried to stay true to the characters the authors created.
Family Music is a student production about a family’s inability to communicate.

Thanks for coming, enjoy the show.

Esther Wolf.
**Cast**

Betty ................................................................. Gillian Muir  
Yolande.................................................. JoAnne Lotfallah  
Mother .................................................. Marissa Gregoris  
Henry ............................................... Jason John O’Rourke  
Philippe.................................................. Todd Cleland  
Denis..................................................... Donnovan Vrzovski

**Crew**

Technical Coordinator .............. Duncan Appleton  
Assistant Technical Coordinator ...... Mat Kensett  
Stage Manager and other stuff .......... Erin Rowe  
Production Manager and  
Set Design .............................................. Melissa Major  
Carpenters... Eleni Alexandris and Carla Pearson  
Props, Costumes,  
Makeup and Wigs .................... Jeanette Tresidder  
Sound .......................................................... Marina Long  
Dramaturge ................................. Noemie Olibera-Dorn  
Directing and Lighting ....................... Esther Wolf
Special Thanks To:
Therese How, Erskine Candleshoe, Emily Cox, Andrea Watson, Jen Wilson, M.Y.E., Dan Cohen, Chelsea Ireton, Bob Wallace, the back room of Protem’s Office, Rebecca Barron, Jessica Bell, Catherine and Jane-Gill’s Roomies, Sally, Todd’s Roomies Karl and Erin, Irene, Joel, Alyson, and of course, our friends and family.
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